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TRADE CIRCULAR
Charoes (VRC) for Container Ves sel Services at ICTT

Rebates in Vessel

Sub:

The Board of Trustees of Cochin

t;ilr

l/eeting held on 26.11.2020has resolved to

continue with the prevailing rebate scheme in VRC for Mainline Container Vessel Calls (ad hoc)

and FeederServices at ICTT, allowed upto

31

.10.2020, foranotherone year, from 01 .11.2020

to 31.10.2021 as mentioned below:Rebate in VRC for tMainline Container Vessel Calls (ad hoc) connecting
any port of call defined for ltlainline Services by the same operator
(Not applicable for [Mainline Container Vessel Services)

i)

QC - No. of Ship Calls
[\4inimum of 2 Calls in a period of 30
days or 5 Calls in a Quarter.ol lllrygglg
Minimum of '10 Calls in a
Quarter of 13 weeks

MGT- No. of
Containers (TEUs)

Rebate
(%)

Nit

50

5,200 in a Quarter of
13 weeks

70

Rebate in VRC for Feeder Services to Foreign Destinations, other than Colombo,
and not connecting Colombo, either directly or via Tuticorin

ii)

QC
4 Calls in 30 days
3 Calls in 30 days
ii

i)

Rebate (%)
50
30

Rebate in VRC for Feeder Services to Foreign Destinations, other than
Colombo, irrespective of the connectivity between Cochin and Colombo

V

QC

Rebate (%)

4 Calls in 30 days

20

Rebate in VRC for Feeder Services between Cochin and
the tt/iddle East with Weekly Double-Dipping Calls

iv)

Rebate (%)

QC
Not skipping 2 or more calls
consecutively in any one direction

v)

30

Rebate if QC not achieved (%)
Nil for the vessel calling
immediately after such skippinq

Rebate in VRC for foreign and coastal vessels handling
100 or more TEUs of EXIIVI transshipment containers per call

QC

Handling 100 or rrrcre TEUs
of EXI I\4 Transshipment
ccntainers per call

Rebate (%)
Additicnal for vessels
For vessels not covered
already allowed rebates under any rebate scheme
3

10

The Eoard also approved to continue with the prevailing rebate scheme in VRC for River
Sea Vessels allowed for five years from

11

.02.2016 to 10 02.2021 , for another three years, from

11 02.2021 to 10.02.2024 as mentioned betow.QC
Not Applicable

Rebate
50

(7o.)

The existing rebates in VRC for [Mainline Container Vessel Services allowed
31 .1 0.2022

upto

will continue.

Cochin Port Trust, for the purpose of allowing rebates in VRC, has defined t\4ainline
container vessel services as 'Ship services with international port of call in the continents of
Americas, Europe, Africa, Australia and any porl in China, Korea or Japan' which have a fixed
circuit and regular frequency of calls. Ad hoc calls of tt/ainline vessels should connect any of
the international ports of call, applicable. for Mainline services, which need not have any fixed
circuit or regularity of calls. Container vessel services calling at Cochin Port in one direction of
the circuit are referred to as normal services and those services calling at the Port in both the
directions (onward and return) of the circuit are referred to as double-dipping services.

The rebates for foreign container services/ ships will be applicable only if the services or
the ships do not avail any coastal concession under any scheme, and pay VRC applicable for
foreign run ships.
The hike of 20o/o in VRC in the prevailing SoR, revised with effect from29.11.2019, will

be neutralized for foreign ships allowed rebates; however, periodical indexations in tariff
approved by the TAN/P would be applicable.

V

rebate of 20% in
Board also ratified the decision taken by the Chairman in allowing the
berths of coPT; and
VRC; one, free of charges shifting between lcTT and the Dry Cargo
and export Break Bulk
extended Free Period of 10 days and 15 days respectively for import
for the cochin-N/aldives
cargo against 7 and 12 days respectively as per the soR of coPT,
22.09'2020 to 21'03'2021'
shipping servlce for a perlod of six months from commencement on
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Copy to:

Cochin Steamer Agents Association, Cochin - 3
Cochin Customs Brokers Association, Cochin - 9
Cochin Chamber of Commerce and lndustries, Cochin - 3
lM/s. lndia Gateway Terminal Pvt. Ltd., Vallarpadam'
All HOD's, CoPT
please
The Sr. P.S. to Chairman, CoPT for information of Chairperson

